
By Mary Francen
Have you ever been in the

middle of a play scene and
been in a compramizing posi-
tion or worse yet lets say call-
ing someone Daddy or
Mommy and been busted by
someone not in your circle of
“family or friends” that know
of your lifestyle?

How do you recover the situ-
ation without a total meltdown
tanty? 

I remember one day Daddy
and Uncle Stephen and I were
all out for lunch, we were in
the drive-thrue of the local

McDonalds I was in the back-
seat of Daddys SUV on the
phone with Uncle Stephen
talking to him, playing and
coloring in one of Daddys cat-
aloges when Daddy ordered
my Happy Meal.

As we pulled around to the
first of two drive up windows
the lady saw me threw the
back window and said outloud
to us both, Oh I see you have a
Big Little Girl.

Daddy just replied back to
her as we waited to pull up to
the next window. “yes I do.”
The two of them continued to

chat about various
things, while I contin-
ued my chatting on the
phone with Uncle
Stephen, inside I was
dying with embaras-
ment and wondering
“ohmygod this stranger

has just outed us!” 
But outwardly I kept up with

all aprearances and just kept
up with what I was doing and
let her know that I was not
bothered by her comment, and
that I was safe with the people
I was with.

That is not the first time that
someone has “busted me”
while out in public, I have a
shirt that I love to wear and I
used to wear it alot when
Daddy and I would go bowling
with a couple of friends of
ours who know all about our
Daddy daughter relationship.

The shirt reads “Always in
trouble” its pink and the words
are black with pink glitter sur-
rounding them.

One day at the bowling ally I
had a complete stranger walk
up to me as I was heading out
of the girls room and ask me

with a smile on his face and
wink, so little girl your always
in trouble huh? and he actually
tsked at me!

I looked at him and blushed
and said “yes and my Daddy
takes care of me when I am in
trouble.” and walked away
very fast!

Even a simple photo opertu-
nity can turn into a “your bust-
ed” situation as Uncle Stephen
and I found out while on our
family vacation this past sum-
mer.

We had stopped at a reststop
and there was a pretty back-
round behind this stone bench
wall. so instead of just doing
the normal sit on the bench
thing, I layed on it on my
tummy. “is a camera ham, and
also loves to take photos”

Well this lady saw us and

By Stephen Richard
There are a few areas of the
age and role-play life styles
that are truly considered
grey in nature. One area that
is considered grey and very
taboo for some is the sexual
side of age and role-play.   
While many do feel some

sexual arousal from the role-
play, for others it goes far
beyond that. It goes into the
actual sexual contact
between the parties
involved.

Now before anyone starts to
panic let me say right here
right now, that we are not
talking about child porn or
child abuse or anything
what so ever with a real
child.  We are talking about
what happens between two
adults as a consensual part
of their life.
That is what makes this area
such a grey area for many is
that they can get around the
Age play sexual side of
things. Some see it as a

thrill, some see it has a heal-
ing, some see it as a reliving
of their past. No Matter
what they may see it as. It is
very important that they
know that they may not be
alone in those feelings. They
also need to know they
should not be afraid to feel
the way they do. In the end
it is up to them to decide
how they live their own
lives for them selves.

For many who desire or
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yelled out Oh what an adorable
picture!
as I got up she could read my
teashirt that I had changed into
for both comfort and Uncle
Stephen to see. “it read my
inner child needs a spanking”
and this prompted her to ask do
you really?

At first I didn’t kow what she
meant and then I realized she
was talking about my shirt, I

looked straight faced at her and
said yes I get spanked when I
am naughty by both my Uncle
and my Daddy.
The four of us “she had some-

one with her as well” chatted
for a bit and then we went on
our seperate ways. Uncle
Stephen and I talked about that
incadent for a while in the car. 

We came the conclusion that
the lady must have known as
soon as she saw me aproach the

bench that one I was age-player
because of the teashirt and how
I was acting.

I was a bit hiper after spend-
ing so much time in the car and
I had actually run around Uncle
Stephen for a few minutes gig-
gling.

And two she must also have
been into some sort of scene
herself for her to have been that
bold in asking what she did,
and not being upset by the

answers that I gave her.
I think the key to handeling

the general public at large when
you are in a “your busted” situ-
ation is to just be as normal as
you normally are and to
remember that your not hurting
anyone by being who you are.

Being polite and answering
any questions that arent
“flamey” in thier origian dont
hurt anything either.

Continued from 1

By David Singleton
It is a lot of fun and crazy at

the same time when you are
buying birthday and Christmas
presents at the same time.
Trying to go thru all of the

deciding after you buy them to
see what is going to be for
birthday and what for
Christmas. 

My little ones birthday was
11/25/07 so I was buying for
both times. After going to a lot
of stores and getting items off
her list and other things she
told me about, then it was time
for the wrapping. 
I had 2 piles on my bed, and

was moving items back and
forth to see which would work
for the birthday, and
Christmas.

After 2 nights of wrapping
and sorting I think I got it
together...  
We had a nice time for her

birthday dinner with friends
of ours and topped it off with
an ice cream cake. 

That morning when I got
home from work, she opened
her presents. It took her over
10 minutes to open the gift
from her uncle Stephen. 
He had it wrapped with paper
and tape (a whole roll of
packing tape) and black bags. 
To say the least it was fun

watching her, if I had the
video camera ready, I would
have sent it in to Americans
Funniest Video and maybe
would have won money for it.

Mothers Day and
Fathers Day is coming

up fast!
Get your special wishes into
the Age-Play times you can

submit them via
http://ageplaytimes.

idleplay.net
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By Michael Parker
Not long ago I composed

some ideas on age play in a let-
ter to someone, attempting to
help her understand why she
might be wired for age play.
Considering that I was not
quite sure why age play has
always struck such a deep
chord within myself, apart from
my penchant for spanking, I put
a lot of personal thought into
some if the realizations that I
had, starting with a textbook I
had in school that touched upon
the subject of "the inner child".
At the time I had assignments
from that book, I knew I want-
ed to spank women, needless to
say, but I had no awareness of
the existence of age play. Years
later, even before I wrote down
these thoughts to an individual
I believed at the time was des-
tined to be my little girl, I
remembered that psychology
textbook and it's chapter on the
inner child, and began noticing
how relative it was to the world
of age play that was opening up
in front of me, taking more and
more prominent position in the
fabric of who I am.

The chapter referred to the
duality of the inner child; that
within us all, there are not one
but two inner children. As I
read this at the time, though not
looking at it from an age play
perspective (though knowing
me, I likely speculated on
which one caused an adult
woman to seek out or get a
spanking), and was able to look
inside and relate to the theory
as I read of it. The theory
among psychologists that was

described states that, within us
all, there is the Natural Child,
us in our pure state, and the
Learned Child, which comes
afterward, and that both work
together to make form a good
part of an individuals personal-
ity and character.

The Natural Child is good,
loving and trusting, she/he sees
nothing but good in people and
the world at large likes every-
one and is kind loving and
sweet. This is the stage that we
all start out with.

I can recall my own Natural
C h i l d
when I
was very
small. If
I saw something really bad on
television, I figured that it was
made up to entertain people,
and couldn't they find some
better way to do so. I recall the
feeling of only seeing the good
in the world and refusing to
acknowledge the existence of
the bad.
As the world catches up with

the Natural Child, as it wasted
no time doing with mine, and
they begin to encounter mean-
ness, anger, bullying, jealousy
based malice, and all the other
negative worldly forces that
assault the natural child within
us all, the Learned Child forms.
The Learned Child is the one

that will learn to be mean to the
"right" children, no matter how
much they like them, in order
to be embraced by the "in"
crowd, protecting themselves
from similar meanness. The
Learned Child is the one that
will tell a lie to avoid punish-

ment, will hide feelings so oth-
ers cannot use them to hurt
them, and the one who feels a
toy they want should be theirs,
even if they have to shoplift it.
The Learned Child is now con-
stantly at odds with the Natural
Child, who is more frightened
and reserved now, but still
exists, though often afraid to
show itself.
Both exist within us all, and

where we might be fonder of
the Natural Child, to deny the
existence of the Learned Child
is to fail to truly understand and

appreciate
the owner
of the
N a t u r a l

Child.
In age play, the goal is to nur-

ture and connect with the
Natural Child, to love her (or
him) to protect her and to help
her to shine and love herself.
An age play authority figure

will need to know that a ram-
page of the learned child must
be dealt with in a manner
appropriate to the nature of the
misbehavior, and that a trip
across the knee or other punish-
ment is not always the way to
do this.
I have known many MANY

instances of a Learned Child
pretty much constantly being in
the forefront, constantly push-
ing the limits, and continually
engaging in negative behavior
designed to bring the attention
of the authority figure OFF of
anyone else in the picture and
ONTO her.
In this case my first inclination
is to pull her pants down and

reach for a hairbrush, needless
to say. Yet I have come to learn
that this is not always the effec-
tive way to deal with the situa-
tion, as nine times out of ten
(and I'm referring to a wide
array of women I've known
who were wired for spankings,
both age players and just plain
brats) this is exactly what the
super brat in question wants. To
give in to the temptation and
give her a very thorough spank-
ing is to reward her negative
behavior, thus reinforcing it.

We must always remember
that when dealing with the
Learned Child within, we are
often dealing with a lifetime of
inner pain. We want to take that
pain away from them as we
love them, but often must
acknowledge to ourselves that,
even if we know the nature of
that pain, we have NO IDEA
how it feels from their point of
view. By loving and accepting
and embracing that Learned
Child, and loving her for who
she is, we are all the closer to
getting to know that good,
sweet Natural Child just a little
bit better. And we must never
forget that to reject that
Learned Child is to likewise
reject the Natural Child.

Now don't get me wrong:
sometimes the only effective
way to deal with that Learned
Child is to say "Bottoms Up"!
Yet we must always seek to
gain understanding of the big-
ger picture, and have the basic
recipe to be love, understand-
ing and acceptance, though the
recipe is made complete with
loving discipline.

The learned child vs. the natural child

The psychology of the
inner child as relating to

age play
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practice the more sexual side of
age and role-play it can be an
area in which they feel they are
very often frowned upon
because of this. And even
though what happens between
two adults in a consensual rela-
tionship is fine until the point
you add into it the sexual side. 
Even my own girl friend when

I shared with her the Age and
Role-play side of my nature of
a daddy and uncle thought it
was just about sex and thought
it was gross. But she did listen
and started to understand that
side better. 
Many of those who have this

desire to include the more sex-
ual side in their age and role-
play often will hide this fact
because they feel they will be
labeled as a one who wants to
have sex with children. This is
simply not the case.
For many it is a simple desire

to relive their first sexual
encounters, which can happen
as one approaches teen age.

Those teenage times are when
they first started to explore and
started to experiment with their
maturing bodies so they are
seeking to relive those feelings.
Again this does not say that it
has to be a adult or a family
member. This could simply be
a boyfriend or in some cases it
could be the teen exploring
with their best friend.  
If some are actually willing to

admit it their first exploring of
their body could have came
with a friend even if that friend
was of the same sex. Those
type things are normal and that
does not say that they are
homosexual. It just means they
are doing what is natural and
looking at the ones around
them,
I doubt that very few out there

can say they have never played
doctor, or I will show you mine
if you show me yours, or any of
the other types of ways that
should be considered to be part
of normal behavior toward a
growing maturity of their bod-

ies and those bodies around
them.
That is only one of the aspects

of the sexual side of age and
role-play. For some there is the
old saying that Taboo is hot.
They are doing something that
is considered to be wrong and
we all know that sometimes it's
the rebels who are considered
cool.
Enter the consensual adult ver-
sion of incest. This is often for
many more a bedroom foreplay
type of thing. Getting them and
their partner ready for the main
event. For some there is some-
thing about the child who
learns about their bodies as a
result of some action of a fami-
ly member. 
This of course does not mean

that they have had this really
happen to them or seek to do
this to a real child. Again we
are dealing with two adults
who are of the age and mind to
have a consensual relationship
with each other. 
I am sure you have noticed that

I have used the word
Consensual a few times so far.
This word is very important in
understanding this type of grey
area in age and role-play 
Consensual by definition is 1 :

existing or made by mutual
consent without an act of writ-
ing <a consensual contract> 2 :
involving or based on mutual
consent <consensual acts> and
the word consent is 1: to give
assent or approval : AGREE
<consent to being
tested>2archaic : to be in con-
cord in opinion or sentiment

In this and many other life
styles such as BDSM, S/M,
there are a spoken and unspo-
ken understanding of three
basic rules that keep those
involved from harm. Safe, Sane
and Consensual. In other words
you and your partner both
agree that whatever you are
doing you both agree to be
doing it safely, that it will not
bring long lasting harm to
either person, that it is not so

Continued from page 1

Continued on page 5

To grey or to be black that is the question

By Stephen Richard
As a follow-up to the

Balancing Act article in issue
#2 we would like to look into
some different thoughts and
also add some more possible
insight into how to mix adult
and age play lives together. 
This time we are going to look
at the problem that we all can
face. What happens when our
age play life starts to interfere
with our Adult responsibilities?
How do we know its doing it?
How do we stop it from hap-
pening? How do we grow from
it?
Age play and adult responsibil-
ity are two things that are con-
tradiction in terms and really

should not ever be used in the
same sentence together because
they are total opposites and
having them together has been
known to cause problems.
When age play starts to inter-

fere with your adult responsi-
bly such as your job or your
children or your partner or your
school time or driving a car or
any other type of thing that you
need to do as an adult then you
have set yourself up for some
serious issues and you have
created a environment in which
your personal choices of your
life style have moved outside
of your personal freedoms and
now they are interfering with
others lives and life styles their

own personal environments.
From a moral stand point your

personal freedoms become
wrong then they start to inter-
fere with others personal free-
doms, so you have to be ready
to make adjustments to how
you do things. And yes those
who are your family still have
those same personal freedoms,
rather they be sons, daughters,
husbands, wives, girlfriends,
boyfriends, mothers, fathers,
aunts, uncles, or anyone else
that we come upon in our daily
life. 
Unless you are lucky enough

to have a partner who is totally
into the Age play scene with
you, not have any children, not

have a job, if this is not the case
which it generally is not for
most people then you will need
to get ready to play the balanc-
ing game. 
There are going to be times

when you just don't feel like
doing those things that you
have to do as an adult. It does-
n't matter what those things are
really. 
What does matter is that your
Adult life and responsibilities
has to come before your little
play times. There are no ifs
ands ors buts about this. You
cannot allow your play times to
start to come between you and
your responsibilities that you
have to

How to tell Cliff jumping is not for you

Continued on page 10
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far out into left field as to bor-
der on criminal, and most
importantly that you both are
doing this because you want to
do it with each other. 
This is the key point in this

type of sexual age and role-
play that you are both doing
this because you want to do it
each other. One is not forcing
the other to be involved in
things they are not willing to
do.
We are about to leave the grey

now and take a trip into a dark-
er side of this type of relation-
ship. Those of you who are not
ready to read on are advised to
stop now because what you
find below here is going to be a
very dark grey area that you
may not wish to venture into.
That warning being said and

hopefully understood by those
reading this that there are other
areas that one can go into that
have to deal with the age and
role-play which again can fall
under the same taboo type sex-
ual age and role-play relation-
ship.

This even more taboo area
which takes us darker on our
journey can be ones which may
scare some and may even make
you feel very afraid, but

remember we are talking about
those types of relationships
being ADULT and very much
consensual in nature.
Those type areas in which I am
going to talk about now is the
thoughts that those involved in
age and role-play may find
themselves having feelings of
wanting to be raped by some-
one. Again I am not talking
about the rape of someone
against their will of an adult or
a child I am talking about a
couple who is in a relationship
in which they will PLAY or act
out scenes in which they could
be raped by any number of type
of person rather family or
teacher or neighbor or stranger.
Again as I have stated time and
time again this is a choice in the
relationship, which they have
both consented to have this
type of relationship, this has
nothing to do with spousal rape
or acquaintance rape or child
rape, or any of the other forms
of rape against someone's will.
Why would a person actually

be involved in this type of rela-
tionship is beyond some peo-
ples mind and understanding.
However for those people who
are involved in this type of
choice and play area it is some-
thing that they feel right doing. 

What do they get from this I
am sure you are asking and the
best answers I can give you is
it's the power exchange part of
the relationship. The people
involved are choosing to give
their partner this power of
them.  And for some that is the
greatest high in the sexual
nature. Giving that power over
your body to your partner. 
What other things do they get

from it? I would guess there is
a verity of things that one could
get from that type of relation-
ship choice. But the one thing
to still consider is that we are
still talking about two adults
who are consenting to be in this
type of relationship.

As if this hasn't went dark
enough there is still another
level of this relationship that
one can have and again I will
give you the same warning. If
you could barely handle the
above you should know this
next area might actually be
somewhat worse to handle. So
if you can honestly see that you
cant handle it. I would advise
stopping now. Because we are
about to go into a darker area of
this relationship matrix in
which those with a weaker abil-
ity to handle things may not
wish to read further.

There are those who for who a
sexual age and role-play rela-
tionship is actually a therapeu-
tic nature. Scratching your head
yet? How can a sexual age role-
play relationship be considered
therapeutic?
As I have discussed previously
there are those in this type of
life style choice who have been
hurt in their childhoods by
someone who took advantage
of them as a child. Someone
who abused them and hurt
them against their will, for
them they have choose to bring
this lifestyle of age and role-
play sexual nature into helping
them deal with their past.
Rather it is replacing those bad
memories with memories of
them consensually wanting and
going after sex. Sometimes it
could be a way to finally
remove those demons from
their life. 
A lot of their memories could

be repressed and they along
with their partner have agreed
to try and bring out those mem-
ories by going into a sexual
nature age role-play relation-
ship. These types of relation-
ships often are going to be
something that they choose to
do to help them to heal. And to
get back onto track.

Continued from page 4

Out of Grey and into the Land of the Taboo

By Stephen Richard
In an attempt to bring more

exposure for the Age play com-
munity I have setup an age
player's webring. A webring is
a list of sites usually of com-
mon theme that are connected
together. They use a set of links
on every site that will allow
you to go to the next site and so
on. Each site agrees by joining

the webring to put this code on
their site.
What does this do for you the

age play person? Well if you
have a site it is a way to link it
to other sites and thus increase
the awareness of your site. If
you are just an age player by
going to the ring list you can
see many sites and a short info
paragraph about that site. You

can click on that site then if you
want to see others in the ring
there will be a code that looks
something like this on the page

somewhere that will take you
to the other sites in that ring
If you go to the following page

you can see all the sites cur-
rently in this ring and you can
join from there as well  by
going to the following link.

http://www.ringsurf.com/netrin
g?action=info&ring=Agerolepl
ayers

Age players unite or in this case become a ring
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Print me out, cut me
out, color me in and

give me to your
valentine
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Everything in moderation…when age-play goes too far
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By Stephen Richard and
Mary Francen
So you have had a rough day at
work and are looking forward
to nothing more then going
home and sitting down with
your coloring book and some
crayons and your partner for
the evening. 
But what happens when you

get their and find that even
though you are doing just what
you have always done in your
favorite jammies, with your
favorite coloring book, snug-
gling on the couch watching
TV coloring on a TV tray and
yet there is still something
missing? You just don't feel it.
You do not feel that you have
gotten into the child mode even
if you are most certainly look-
ing like a child you just don't
feel like a child.
Maybe you think to yourself if

you do something a bit more
child like you can find that
headspace you need and want
so you dump the glass of juice
on the blanket your sharing
with your partner and you get
into trouble for it, this gets you
into your needed headspace as
your being scolded and put into
time out while the mess is
being cleaned up by your part-
ner.
The next time you go to play

lets say a week later, you do the

same thing, thinking to yourself
it will work again and the same
result you end up in trouble, yet
you do not reach that needed
headspace or as you call it
"happy place" so you throw a
tantrum as your being scolded
instead of listening and doing
as your told to and going to
time out, you reach your head-
space as this happens.
This escalates each time you

play, you upping the ante with a
naughtier behavior and before
long it goes beyond being just
normal kid related things to
being taken to the extremes.
While you feel bad that you
have to these things in your
heart your mind has taken over
and you have started to ration-
alize that this is what you need-
ed to do.  And you just ignore
that gut feeling that says you
are in trouble and you need to
talk to your partner because
something just isn't right. You
never had to do this before why
now? What has changed? You
do not know but you find your-
self not able to stop yourself
from keeping it going.
Perhaps now you are out with

your partner maybe even at a
fancy restaurant this is not an
agreed upon playing time
tonight because you are out
with some friends of yours who
are your neighbors, but you

decide to suddenly say the trig-
ger word that tells your partner
your playing just as you pour
your glass of wine on your
partner. That act alone is bad,
the fact your neighbors are eat-
ing dinner with you and are not
an age-playing couple makes it
even worse, your partner must
now sit their in total shock at
your behavior feeling embar-
rassed as you act the brat royal.  
They know by hearing the trig-
ger word that you are playing
and this is child time yet they
know very well this is not the
time or the place for this and
even through they try to tell
you this through clinched teeth
as they are cleaning up the
mess the best they can and
totally ignoring you which only
causes you to get even more
determined to do something so
you stomp off in a major flour-
ish of bratitude. Leaving your
partner to try to explain way
your total lack of control say-
ing that you are just having a
bad day.
Congratulations you have now

entered the world of danger-
ously toxic brats. This is not
truly something to be proud
about, as someone who does
the above-mentioned things,
especially when it involves
those who are not involved in
their play relationships "i.e. the
next door neighbors" is 100
percent in the wrong. 
This breaks the consent rule,

the neighbors are not consent-
ing to be parties in the scene
and therefore have not given
any such consent. 
The partner who has had the

wine dumped on them, has now
got a ruined outfit, which may
or may not have cost them a lot
of money, again this breaks the
consent rule. Even now you sit
out the car fuming at your part-

ners dismissal of your behavior
while and ignoring the fact that
you know you were totally out
of control. But you are not able
to dismiss the wanting to play
and needing to go above and
beyond to get that headspace.
Finally your partner comes out

and gets in the car with you.
They never say one word to
you only starts the car and
leave and you sit there silently
fuming the whole way home.
You open your mouth several
times as if to say something to
get them to play but the look in
their eyes stops you from
speaking. For the first time you
see something from your part-
ners eyes that you have never
saw. One could say it is the
look of rejection, but there are
any number of different looks
your partner could have in his
eyes and there are a lot of dif-
ferent things that could be
going through your partners
mind. As you sit there silently
you think about what you did
and the things you have had to
do to get into the headspace. 
Your heart and your mind are

now at odds. Your heart knows
you have hurt your partner by
your actions and your heart
knows this is not the type of
relationship and playing that
you want. But your mind only
sees that you are getting into
your headspace by what you
are doing and that your partner
has totally ignored you this
time. 
The point is that just because

you are an age-player and a
child when you play doesn't
give you free license to act like
a holy terror to the people
around you whom are 1. Not
age-players, 2. Not in that
frame even if they are, 3.
Damaging others property.

Continued on page 8
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Hustan we have a problem in the playpen... So now what?
If you find that you are having

problems reaching that same
headspace that you once found
in just cuddling with your part-
ner while sitting on the couch
coloring, then perhaps you
need to try a different activity
yet, but this does not mean that
it has to be one that is self
destructive in nature. 
Also keep in mind that any

"kink" relationship requires a
lot more communication then a
"vanilla" one simply because of
the things involved with safety
and such, so remember talk to
your partner and keep talking
until you find a solution, this
may be something takes a bit of
time work out.
Right now while you are sit-

ting there in the care fuming
would be a good time to open
up and tell your partner that
you may have a problem and
then tell them exactly what you
have noticed. Your heart
already knows this is the right
thing to do you need help and
you need your partner to listen.
Sometimes we have to let go of
the things that our mind tell us
and listen to our heart. You
know you do not like how you
have acted tonight and that you
know that you have hurt your
partner by your actions and
have made a total fool of your-
self in the eyes of your friends. 
Perhaps about right now you

and your partner need to go to a
neutral area and talk. You both
need to go to a place where it's
not age play and where you can
feel safe and you need to tell
your partner the way you have
been feeling. Perhaps there are
adjustments you can make to
your play routines to make it so
you can get into the headspace
easier. 
Unlike robots that can handle

doing the same task and the

same routine jobs we as
humans do from time to time
get tired of always doing the
same old thing. We are by
nature creatures that need to
have things changed from time
to time and we need to have a
different routine. Perhaps now
would be a good time to dis-
cuss with your partner in a very
non-threatening way how you
are feeling and that you need
their help to change things
around so you can find that
place again. Perhaps all you
need to do is have them change
the way they talk to you or per-
haps the things you do to play
as a whole.
Just like you sometimes just

feel the need to rearrange your
living room just for a change
perhaps its time to rearrange
your play just for change sake
as well. Make things different.
You may need to add some-
thing's you may need to take
sometimes away. You may
need to change the place you
and your partner do the most of
the playing in your house. You
may need to change your tone
or their tone you may need to
change a lot you may not need
to change but one item in your
play time, the real thing is you
MADE a change things are dif-
ferent now. So now you could
be able to get into that head-
space a lot easier and there will
be no need for this going into
the extremes. 

Both you and your partner
need to work together for this
to happen. 
But what happens if you do not
have a partner? How do you get
around this problem? Again it's
all about change. But before
you can change you have to
admit and notice that you do
have a problem that is causing
this going to the extreme
behaviors. When you are doing

solo age play without a partner
you are in a even harder area
and it would be very easy to
actually get yourself or some-
one hurt because you have no
one else to stop you or to
change the way you are doing
things. 
Being a solo age play person

you do have to very careful
about things. You can very eas-
ily end up going over board
very quickly trying to get into
that same headspace that you
once find easy. At the same
time being a solo age player
can have its own rewards. You
do not have to worry about if
your partner may find your
choices wrong or may not share
your same feelings on how you
age play. 
Being a solo age player you

can sit in your living room in a
diaper with your bottle and
pacifier and stuffed toys on
your blanket watching Rug rats
and not have to worry that
someone will not understand
the reasons you need and want
those things.
If you find it getting harder to

get into that headspace at those
times, then perhaps its time to
change just how you are doing

things and perhaps its time to
add or remove or make those
small changes in your play rou-
tine. 
Give yourself a bubble bath

before you get into your diaper.
Instead of sitting on the floor
on your blanket get yourself a
play pen and sit in it. Change
something around. Change the
type of diapers you use.
Change the toys you play with.
Change the cartoon you watch.
It really does not matter what

you have changed only that you
have changed the things you
once did in the routine that you
seem to be having problems
with now finding that head-
space with. 
The key thing to remember is

no matter if you have a partner
or not you have to remember
that you will have those times
when you cant get into that
headspace. And you know
what? You are not alone.
Everyone at one time or the
other has been at that point
where they feel they just can't
get into it any more. And yes
that does include the Editors of
the APT to.

Continued from page 7

http://www.thedarkcastle.net
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The sign says for sale... no not a song but a book
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By Mary Francen
"I am a writer with a spanking
kink and a little girl in my heart
it was natural" These are the
words that author Jenni uses to
describe her reasons for the
sale of the books she has on the
lulu.com website in her store-
front.
She has been a writing age-

play stories for fifteen years
and the one particular series
that you will find for sale on
this site her Jack and Meggie
series Jenni has been writing
for two years now.
I purchased the complete Jack

and Meggie series and was
greatly impressed with both the
ease of the purchase, as well as
the price. I chose the down-
loadable choice but you may

also pick for a slightly higher
price tag a
print copy that
would be
mailed to you.

These stories
are sexual in
nature howev-
er there is a
warning on the
sites main page
telling the
looker in case
that is not what
you're seeking
in your age-
play reading.

The stories
are extremely well written with
quiet a bit of detail put into
both the characters and the
background surrounding them.

They captivate you and as I
was reviewing the
books for this arti-
cle I had to stop
myself at the first
one or I would
have kept straight
on and read all
three stories in the
book in one sit-
ting.

The complete
works eighty
pages in total in
downloadable for-
mat cost $13.25
you were able to
view it through

your browser and an email was
sent to notify you of your pur-
chase. 
Lulu.com does require you to

register with them, however the
website accepts major credit
cards and debit cards as well as
Pay-Pal thus making it
extremely user friendly and
anonymous in nature, it seems
to run a bit along the lines of
amazon.com in its very nature.
Once you have received your

email notification you then go
back to your account page and
you see that in your downloads
section the articles that you
have ordered listed there. The
site also offers another nice fea-
ture if you click on the same
book on Jenni's sight after you
have already bought it, a notice
pops up on the page in yellow
telling you that you already
have access to that book.

The link to Jennie May's storefront
on lulu.com is listed below.
http://stores.lulu.com/jenniem

By Stephen Richard
Innerkid Services, Inc. Found

at http://www.innerkid.net or
http://www.innerkidzone.com
is an age play site which was
setup in 2006 as a collection
point for links to other age and
role-play sites. 

There are several ways in
which you can look at the lists.
You can see them all at once or
links at the top will separate the
links by categories such as Age

Regression Zone, Bsdm age
play, Fun Zone. 
There is also a forum, which

can be found at www.biglit-
tlekids.com which is based off
of the board game of Candy
Land. And we know that kids
never would want to live in a
world of Candy right?

The owner of Innerkid
Services takes great pride in his
site being a place where those
who are into the Age and Role-

play scene can find various
sites that would help them
along their journey. 
Many of the sites that are list-

ed there are forums in which
one can safely play without

fear others are more informa-
tional in nature in which they
present information and con-
tent to those who are interested
in Age and Roleplay

If you have an innerkid we have a place for you

The Spanking Community 
http://www.spankingcommunity.com

Daddy's Ranch 
http://daddydave.proboards75.com
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do as an adult.
As with most things being able
to recognize that you first are
having a problem with your age
play life interfering with your
adult life, you can consider this
the 12 step program to knowing
how to deal with the issues if
your age/role-play life has
taken over and how to deal
with it. 
These of course are not some-

thing set in stone and can be
used or changed to met your
situation that you find yourself
in.
Step 1: You first have to see

that your age/role-play life has
caused a problem.
Step 2: You have to be willing

to change your behavior
Step 3: You have to set the

boundaries for making sure that
it doesn't happen
Step 4: You have to seek for-

giveness from those who you
have let your age/role-play
come between you and them.
Step 5:  Work with your part-

ner or others who would be
honest with you to tell you
when you are starting to slip up
and let your real life responsi-
bilities get placed on the back
burner.
Step 6: Set a time and place in

which you have free time for
you to enjoy your self in your
age/age play life.
Step 7: Purchase a timer and

set it so that you will keep your
time schedule so you know
when your time is over.
Step 8: Keep a journal. Write

the times and dates of your age
and role-play so you yourself
can see if you are spending too
much time with it. Also note
times you have to have to stop
because your family schedule
came into play

Step 9: When your day has
been a very hectic day allow
yourself time to play but make
sure you have taken care of
your adult and family responsi-
bilities.
Step 10: Choose your battles.

If you find that you are having

to battle over your child time
Vs. Your Adult time then you
need to choose your battles
wisely grasshopper. Find the
best of both worlds. But
remember there are going to be
times you may have to do with
out your child time but you
cannot allow your adult time to
be removed.
Step 11: Timing is everything.

If the way you are going to play
takes a while to setup or create
the right mood then perhaps it
would be best to save that for a
time when you have the ability
to have that time. Don't rush it.
If you can do a lot of the setup
the day before then take a
chance and get it done before
hand
Step 12: Even if you know you
have to stop your time early
enjoy it to the most that you
can. Everything in moderation
should be your motto.
As I said before these 12 steps
aren't always going to work for
everyone and every situation is
and will be vastly different.

Even as much as you feel like a
child in any other time you
have to remember that you are
an adult first and foremost. 
What would you expect to hap-
pen to your inner child if they
were not doing the chores they
were given or a task in which
they were told that they had to
get it done at a certain time and
in a certain way? 
You would undoubtedly expect
your child to be punished. If
you honestly believe that then
perhaps you can now see that if
you are letting your age and
role-play times cause you to
not get your chores and tasks
completed in your adult life
that you need to get done. 
Perhaps its time to put your

inner child in time-out or
ground them for a while until
you are able to get yourself
back onto the track that you
know you need to be at. 
Of course as my nieces T-shirt

says. My inner child needs a
spanking. So perhaps yours
does as well?

Continued from page 4

Yes my inner child sometimes needs a spanking

By Mary Francen
Are you looking for a forum
that offers a bit more than just
tea parties and water balloon
fights? 
Then perhaps The Castle is the
place for you. 
With a mix of Adult themes

and Midevil times a delightful
aura surounds this forumn as
you enter the gates your greet-
ed by Lord Constine the
Captain of the Guard who is
shortly followed by Lady
Tristie the site owner and Lord
Aron.

They offer a wide array of
rooms to suite your needs
everything from a dungeon, to

to a majikal unicorn valley
complete with faerys.

Bewarned this site is adult in
nature as well as age-play so

this does walk the line of the
taboo.
Lady Tristie strickly monitors

her forumn and no-one under
the physical age of eighteen
may enter.
While you will still find the

usual horesplay that goes along
with inner child play you will
also find a spanking bench and
a spanking cross to help you
deal with the more naughtyer
side of said play.
The rooms of the castle are

decorated in a beautiful fashion
that befits the era and the story-
lines will easily caputure the
reader.

A little bit scary a whole lot adventure enchantment and acceptance all of these
await you upon your visit to The Dark Castle.

Enter upon the walls of the castle to a time past
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1 Editorial

The
w o r d s
“ A l r i g h t
younglady
y o u r
spanking
is over
now you
sit your
b o t t o m
right over

thier and don’t move.” have a dreaded
meaning for me. 
When I have been naughty sometimes

there are other punishments added on to a
spanking, one of them is to sit bare bot-
tomed either at my desk doing an assign-
ment or in time out on the time out bench
or upstairs on the time out chair or even
on my toyboax “which happens to made
of wicker”. 
Usually when I get this “reminder” pun-

ishment added onto a spanking it means
that I have done something again, or
something pretty big on the naughty girl
list.

Why are they is it done you might be
asking yourself? 

Well so I have been told anyway on the
many occasions when I am whimpering
sitting there on a  very red and sore bot-
tom wondering that very same thing.     

Reminders such as this one are done to
help re-enforce the main punishment that
you just recieved.

They don’t mean that you are un-loved
as you might or might not feel as your sit-
ting on that hard chair feeling oh sorry for
yourself. 

Sometimes with some people myself
being one of them a spanking may not
stay around very long, the physical part of
it, no matter long or hard the spanking,
the coloring and what have you, don’t
stay around due to my own body’s make
up.

So the reminders when I really need one
help to keep me from repeating the same
naughty at least for a little while. 

As “kids’ we will make mistakes thats

only normal and the “grownups” know
this, but its thier job to remind us what is
going to happen when we do make those
mistakes especialy if it is a repeater.

Being made to sit barebottomed for a
period of time, sometimes even sitting on
the couch watching tv or going about my
normal activities bare bottomed with a
sore bottom has happened.

This brings up alot of diferent kinds of
feelings, have you ever made your lunch
after a spanking with your panties and
pants down?

I have, that was done because I hadn’t
eatten my breakfast and I was made to eat
sitting in the dinning room table on the
wooden chair bare bottomed.
That happened over a year ago and I still

remember it. The spanking no, the
reminder after the spanking yes. 

Sometimes its not even the spanking
itself that is the bigger part of this punish-
ment. I don’t know if this is this way with
other people but for me alot of spankings
will tend to blend away with time, the
actual specifics of it, and even the why’s
if I happen to remember that I got a
spanking on a specific day or that it was a
big spanking. So the reminders for bigger
naughtys help to have the lessons stick a
bit more. 
This one has a very “little” feeling to it as
your sitting there in just your shirt, socks
and shoes with your panties and pants at
your knees or ankles. You can’t help but
feel very much a naughty little “child”.
Would this work for “older kids” that are

naughty?

I am not sure about that one, it would I
think provide the embarassment factor
that comes along with any spanking that
is done on the bare bottom.

This especialy work well for “older
kids” as it also allows the “grownup” the
easyier access for viewing the naughty
“childs” bottom for a refresher of the
spanking if they have been especialy
naughty.

The constant reminder that you are in
trouble still even when your doing some-
thing that you normally do even if your
not in “timeout”  also has its pluses with
this punishment.

Usually a reminder after a spanking,
doesn’t end until I ask and am told I can
get dressed or my panties and pants are
pulled back up by said grownup, depend-
ing on weither or not it is done over the
phone with me being the one to do the
actual pysical spanking myself or if the
spanking is done by the grownup in per-
son.
For some people part of the submision of

agreeing to the “grownups” punishment is
the removing of clothing ie the pants and
panties, but for me, I am only three and a
very young three I like to say “just turned
three” when I am little so I bounce betwen
two and three and I need that total care
from the “grownup” in charge of remov-
ing the clothing and replacing it when the
punishment is over. 

For me it signafies all is done, along
with the proper cuddles and words of love
and forgiveness.

This punishment can also be adapted to
just sitting barebottomed when a spank-
ing is not practicle due to noise reasons. 

One of the very first punishments I ever
recieved from Uncle Stephen was to sit
bare bottomed on my living room couch
while chatting on the computer with him.

That punishment is still not forgotten
and it happened over two years ago, why
because I was extremely self consious of
it and of being made to feel so “little girl
like” all while sitting thier having a nor-
mal adult conversation.

Aint a spankin bad enough? but bare
bottomed afterwards to EWWS!The Punishment

Corner
By Mary Francen
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Topic:
Halloween Candy,
Christmas Candy,
Valentines Day Candy. Does
the adult child get to much
candy and is that a good way
to be as a grownup?

Mary: Well let me start off by stating that
the above mentioned holidays are also
"candy days" for those who do not age-
play, so there for that must be kept in mind
when answering this question. 
I would guess the second thing to keep in

mind here is How much candy is one con-
suming on these days?  I for one love
Halloween, It is my favorite holiday out of
the entire year, and was even before I was
an aper. Why simply because it is the one
day out of the year you can be anyone you
want to. So yes I eat candy on that day, do
I turn into some kind of candy eating
machine, well im sure to some grownups
maybe, to me no, I do eat more on that day
then I normally do though, is this a bad
thing, no.
Christmas candy, well I don't eat much

candy except for the occasional candy
cane, and chocky that is found left by
"Santa" and I save those so they last for a
bit after the actual day, but on the actual
day I do eat a few more pieces then normal
is this a bad thing, not in my opinion and is
it something that I don't see non-apers
doing. No.
Valentines Candy, ok I have to just point

blank say get real, the "box of chocky" has
been the gift of gifts for how long now?
Although it is not my gift to give or get on
this day I much prefer something else as I
greatly dislike those things inside the box
with all that cream and stuff in them. And
many a grownup sits eating an entire heart
shaped box of candy each Valentines Day
night curled up by the fire place or TV
watching it. 
Is candy a good food choice as an every

day item of course not, is it something that
we all do as humans yes. Do I think that
apers eat more of it then any other grownup
on the planet no.
And so far as adult kids go and eating

candy, umm your missing the point here,
when adult kids are being "kids" they are

not in their normal grownup roles, their for
they are not making the same choices they
would normally make.

Uncle Stephen: Even for real children
those holidays usually involve too much
candy. Now take an adult who may or may
not have someone keeping them in line and
that is just asking for trouble. 
Some adult children cannot find the means
to just say enough and they will keep going
and going and going. Even if they know it
is not good for them they have not learned
when to say when.
They think its ok to over indulge what

does one more piece hurt. I can stop when-
ever I want. Hmmm. Funny you should say
those 20 pieces later. Unless those adult
children have someone there who will
enforce limits and rules then they are just
asking for a lot of issues to happen with the
candy.
Even when someone tries to put limits on

them they will sometimes rebel even if we
know what is best for them what is the
point of needing someone to help you with
your limits if you are just going to rebel
when said limit is placed on you?

Mary: Every kid rebels even bio kids it is
a normal reaction to being a kid. To push
and test limits placed upon them, part of
being a kid is to now that someone is their
who is not going to give up on you because
your not perfect.
Yes even bio kids over indulge on candy

on those days of the year, does that make it
such a horrible thing? To have a bit too
much candies three or four days out of a
year I don't believe so, not so long as the
rest of your diet is a healthy one.
For those who have the health issues to

contend with it does add a bit of an extend-

ed problem, however being totally cut off
from what the rest of the world considers to
be a "normal' thing, does add its own prob-
lems to life. And can make even the most
responsible adult child or bio kid feel as if
they are a freak show, so having that bit of
freedom to "indulge" on a few days out of
the year allows  that bit of freedom even if
it comes with the natural consequences of
an upset tummy or the "not happy"
grownup consequences.
Also I believe finding a happy medium is
needed in that case. One best worked out
between the adult child and the grownup
taking care of said adult child. I don't
believe that just because an adult child is
an adult in physical form that an adult par-
ent to said child should expect that they
will be any more responsible then a bio
child would at the same age their adult
child is. 
This also does not mean that I expect an

adult child to act like a holy terror, and be
completely irresponsible in taking care of
themselves, I believe that you can't expect
someone else to take care of you some-
times if you aren't willing to do it yourself
first.

Uncle Stephen: Yes, every kid rebels how-
ever. Does that make it right? Also does
that make it right that every kid bio or not
over indulges in candy regardless of the
physical side effects? I would think not. I
find it interesting that the kids love the
candy. But really hate the sore tummy or
going to the dentist to get their teeth fixed. 
Seems to be that the child should have put

two and two together. Common sense
would say I always get sick if I eat so much
candy. Of course as parents or guardians
would say what the child lacks in common
sense often gets made up for in problems
sitting. 
Then again I also a very big fan of those

natural types of consequences that tend to
happen from time to time with children bio
or adult alike. You eat an over abundance
of candy. Your tummy hurts. Guess next
time you won't do that right? So I wouldn't
expect to get a lot of special care from me
if I know your tummy is hurting because
you over did it with candy. 
Yes the adult child has to realize they have
gone to far before someone else can tell
them. And that is where the adult side of
them has to come into play. 

Point Counter
Point

By Stephen Richard 
and 

Mary Francen


